Abstract: Bone-mass 
Introduction
The term Electromagnetic field (EMF) [1] represents a characteristic physical entity having its origin to the area of electricity-magnetism within the subject matter of physics. The fact that such a physical entity could be linked and be used within the domain of biology has been perceived by mankind, probably, centuries ago. The very perception has been made reality with the advent of transduction of certain types of energy in case of biological entities and the eventual functional response [2] [3] [4] of these biological entities to such transduction. As a result a new inter-phasing area of research evolved which is termed as bio-electromagnetics [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] in which attention is put to study the interaction between electromagnetic fields and biological systems or entities.
Bone is a biological entity observed in the animal world and the same, in aggregate, constitute the basic skeletal structure of quite a many species of animals predominantly pertaining to the mammalian group. In a word, bone is an integral and essential part of mammalian species including that of homo-sapiens. The happening of bone fracture in human physique is very common and it generates considerable predicaments, more so, when the bone fractures are of grave magnitude. Repairing or healing of such bone fractures and other related disorders such as non-unions have been done, from time immemorial, by various classical methods which had always been painful and very often invasive to a large extent. However, achievement in the direction of producing low frequency EMFs opened the pathway of applying such fields for the repairing or healing of bone fractures, non-unions and allied ailments [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . The most remarkable aspect of applying EMF in case of fracture healing has been that the whole procedure is completely non-invasive, painless and mostly free from any other adverse post-healing effects.
Up till now it is emphasized that EMF in various forms could be used for fracture repair in bone and for healing other allied problems. However our understanding about the exact mechanism, through which such repair or healing takes place, is truly marginal. This, probably, is the reason why the non-invasive procedure of EMF-fracture healing is not so popular even at this age of ours. Thus, a precise understanding of the mentioned mechanism of fracture healing of bone by EMF is genuinely a necessity. It is to be noted here that to gather thorough understanding about the process of fracture healing by EMF would logically lead us to know the constitution of bone and the process through which bone-mass is being generated. Thus, with the motivation to generate command on application of EMF for fracture healing, we, as a maiden step, endeavour to realize the dynamical features involved in bone-mass growth and hence this communication.
Bones in human body that make up to the skeletal structure are neither completely solid nor some unchanging entities as they are commonly perceived. In the contrary, bones do undergo the process of constant reshaping through a complex process of formation and remodelling [10, 11] . The significant cellular constituents involved in the whole process of formation and remodelling of bones are found to be osteoblast, osteoclast and osteocyte [12, 13] . Some hormones, which act as directors of protypical cellular functions, as well as some essential minerals such as calcium, phosphorous do also play significant role in the whole process of bone formation and remodelling. Out of these cellular constituents, osteoblasts are considered to be builders which also produce collagen and hydroxyapatite [4, 14] . Whereas osteoclasts, which are longer in size than osteoblasts, are observed to dissolve bone by acting on its mineral matrix part [15, 16] . These clast cells give rise to collagenese that breaks down collagen and also secretes various acids that dissolve the hydroxyapatite structure. Some of the blast cells get confined within the bone matrix and such cells are referred as osteocytes [17, 18] . Thus, osteoblasts are involved in the formation of bone and osteoclasts inflict bone resorption [19] . Normally the state of mature bone is close to an equilibrium situation where the processes of formation and resorption are in force in intertwined manner and are of comparable magnitudes keeping the required balance of bone-mass. In other words, the process of remodelling of bone does never get stopped or it is a dynamical process.
As it turns out, the whole process of bone formation is a dynamic affair where predominantly the cellular constituents osteoblast, osteoclast and osteocyte play their respective roles. It may not be out of place to mention here that the inherent dynamicity embedded within the process of bone formation, which is also termed as remodelling process, is mostly due to two reasons. Firstly, the dynamicity or remodelling in bones is necessary for adaptation to the changes inflicted under various types of loads. And secondly, continuous remodelling (dynamicity) is necessary for the repair of recurrent damages caused at the micro level of bones.
It is to be noted here that literature allied to bone-growth contains earlier theoretical work on remodelling of bone [20] emphasizing the critical role played by osteocytes. In our work significance of three different biological cells, namely osteoblasts, osteoclasts and osteocytes are elaborated and the role of their mutual interactions, on the process of bone-growth in general, has been explored. Consequently, in this paper, we are inclined to exploit the inherent dynamicity of the process of bone formation and transcribe the whole process of bone-mass generation in terms of a dynamical model involving the three significant cellular constituent osteoblasts, osteoclasts and osteocytes to be the model variables. Our motto is to gather precise understanding of the whole dynamical process of bone-growth through both the formation and resorption routes with an eye to predict and evolve potential procedures to heal or repair any externally caused damages to the bone. Such damages could be of various types such as fractures of bone, non-unions and other allied disorders.
Having narrated the motivation for taking up studies on the dynamics of bone-mass generation in the introductory section, we are to bring up the specifics of organization of the rest of this paper. In section II, we discuss about the theoretical archetype representing the dynamical process of bone-mass generation and shape the set of time-differential equations simile of the process. In section III, we make a critical analysis of the archetype in the theoretical avenue emphasizing stability of model solutions and consequently the sustainability of the archetype. Detailed numerical analysis of the archetype is done in section IV and the outcomes are elaborated with relevant planar viewgraphs. General results from our calculations are discussed in section V and logical conclusions are drawn along with some predictions.
II. Theoretical archetype of Bone Formation Dynamics
Accumulating data from clinical research as well as experimentation involving various mammalian species, it is observed that the bone formation dynamics predominantly revolves around the interplay between three different types of cells namely osteoblasts, osteoclasts and osteocytes. It has also been emphasized in the literature that the relative population densities of the cells signify their effectiveness in the bone formation or bone degradation processes. Out of three predominant cells osteoblasts population is regarded to be responsible for formation, deposition [4] and mineralisation [19] of bone tissue. The osteoclasts population do the job of resoption at the bone [21, 22] edges to prepare the bone arena for further growth at which actually the blast cells start acting for bone formation through deposition as well as mineralisation. Towards completion of the formation process, blast cells get settled within the mineralized scaffold and are thence termed as osteocytes [18, 23] . In other words, when osteoblasts, through definitive processes, gets into the shape of osteocytes they become localized within the relevant part of the bone matter [24] . Thus abundant osteocyte population [25] could be considered as a signature of production of bone matter that eventually implies an active bone formation process to be in place at the relevant location. Further, it has been observed that during the process of bone formation the relative abundance of osteocyte population becomes more than 10 times as compared to osteoblast population [26] . It should be noted here that though osteoclastic cells act in dissolving the bone matter, their usefulness cannot be undermined. Because, while there is a fracture in bone, formation of new bone matter within the fractured gap could take place only when the fracture-edges are dissolved. In this sense osteoclast population could be regarded as precursor to the new bone formation.
Analysis of the clinical and other experimental data pertaining to the progression of bone formation, as embedded in the allied literature, thus points towards the fact that in bone mass generation three different biological cells play pivotal roles which are osteoblasts, osteoclasts and osteocytes. Taking cue from such assertions, we formulate a theoretical archetype to mimic the bone formation dynamics involving the densities of these cells' populations to be archetype variables as osteoblasts (B), osteoclasts (C) and osteocytes (S).
Results from clinical and other experiments also reveal definitive processes through which blasts, clasts and cytes population densities at the relevant spatial location are being modified with progressing time starting from the initiation of the bone mass generation.
Osteoblasts population is enriched or degraded predominantly by three different processes: (a) Blast cells which are specialised stromal cells, get differentiated from mesenchymal cells at a constant rate depending on the activation of specific transcription factors and proteins [27] . (b) Blast cells get proliferated at a constant rate owing to their interaction with a specific set of cytokines [28] . (c) Osteoblastic cells are in constant interaction with the osteoclastic cells and thus they give vent to enhancing osteoclastic cell population by way of stimulation [15] and they also get transformed adding to the population of osteocytes. Thus, eventually blast-clast interaction inflicts a loss in blast population at a constant rate .
Processes regulating the osteoclastic population are as follows:
(a) Clast cells are predominantly differentiated from monocytes and macrophages [29] at a constant rate .
(b) Interaction of clast population with the blast population where blast cells actually inflicts stimulation on the clast population [28] [29] [30] in which an essential enhancement of clast cells is being effected at a rate .
(c) Clast cells undergo apoptosis [31] at a constant average rate .
The population of osteocytes, which is considered to signify the gravity of bone formation, is being influenced by three different processes: (a) Blast cells, being interacted by clast population, effectively get transformed into osteocytes [18, 24] . A definite fraction of the interacting blast-clast populations adds to the osteocyte population.
(b) Clast cells always get them to adhere to the bone edge or bone surface and being interacted by surface sitting osteocytes, they produce resoption of the bone matter [32, 33] . This consequently means that interaction of clast cells with osteocytes gives rise to a loss of osteocytes at a constant rate .
(c) Osteocytes are removed from the relevant spatial location by way of natural loss [34] at a constant rate . Having emphasized various processes through which the balance between osteoblast, osteoclast and osteocyte populations are maintained at the relevant spatial region proximity to bone formation, we are in a position to jot-down a set of time differential equations which would be representative theoretical archetype of the bone mass generation or bone growth dynamics.
We consider three model variables such as representing densities of osteoblast, osteoclast and osteocytes population (in units of ) respectively at the proximal spatial region where new bone formation is at place. To arrive at theoretical archetype corresponding to bone growth dynamics we make following assumptions:
(A1) An upstream of blast cells, near to the space of bone formation, at a constant rate is assumed. These blast cells are mostly derived from the mesenchymal cells in which transcription factors Runx and Osterix play essential role.
(A2) Osteoblast population gets proliferated owing to the action of a family of Bone Morphogenic Protiens (BMP) which are a part of Transforming Growth Factor Beta ( ) super family of cytokines. We assume proliferation of blast cells by a magnitude ( ). (A3) Blast population, owing to the interaction with clast population, makes way for enrichment of other two variables (clast cells) and (osteocyte cells) and hence suffer a loss, which is assumed to be at a constant rate ( ). (A4) An upstream activation of clast cells is assumed to be in place at the relevant proximal space of bone formation at a constant rate . Such osteoclast population is actually differentiated from haematopoietic cell lines of macrophage/monocyte linage.
(A5) Osteoblast population acting on the monocytes (precursor to clast cells) increases the proportion of osteoclast population. In our model, we improvise this to be an interactive stimulation of clast population by that of blasts and assume that such interactive activation adds to the abundance of osteoclast cells at a constant rate (
). This has also been termed in the literature as clastogenesis. (A6) A per capita natural loss (apoptosis) of osteoclast population is assumed at a constant rate ( ).
(A7) Combined actions of clast and blast cells lead to the maturation of the process of bone formation which is identified with the generation of osteocytes. These combined effects of osteoblasts and osteoclasts could be taken as an interaction between these two populations. Thus it is assumed that blast-clast interaction leads to production osteocytes at a constant rate ( ). (A8) Osteoclast populations, acting on the bone surface, dissolve the osteocytes population embedded within the bone matrix. In biological terms, the osteoclast cells interact with the bone surface osteocytes and thus the dissolution. We assume removal of osteocytes owing to the osteoclast-osteocyte interaction at a constant rate ( ). (A9) We assume a per capita natural loss of osteocytes, which may be linked to the self renewal as well as remodelling of bone-tissues, at a constant rate ( ).
Taking into account the assumptions A1-A9, as elaborated above, involving various interactive processes among the osteoblast, osteoclast and osteocyte populations, we have the theoretical archetype elucidating the dynamical trail of bone mass generation as (1) The above theoretical model could be studied through analytical as well as computational avenues to extract different characteristic signatures of the biological process of the growth of bone and to make relevant predictions.
III. Analytical overlay and stability of model solutions
A thorough scrutiny of archetype equations (1) reveal that all of these are smooth functions of the variables B, C and S as well as the set of parameters involved. While arriving at the theoretical archetype emulating the dynamic biological process of bone formation, we have emphasized that the three model variables and all the model parameters would remain confined on the positive domain of real line. This, in turn, assures that model solutions do exist and they hold uniqueness as well as continuity properties in the positive octant of the coordinate space.
Stability of asymptotic solutions of the model equations could be judged by analysing various equilibria of the model. Existence of well defined equilibria manifestly point towards inherent stability of the biological system or process under consideration [35] . Three different equilibria involving the asymptotic stable solutions of model variables are possible:
, and . The equilibria could be obtained by solving the following model equations, (2) In addition to these three, another trivial equilibrium exists but this trivial equilibrium bears only marginal or no significance in terms of the biological process. This is because asymptotic stable values of all three variables representing osteoblast, osteoclast and osteocyte populations are zero here, whereas, in practical, the relative abundance of asymptotic stable populations actually determines various characteristics of the allied biological process. Solutions obtained for different nontrivial stable equilibria are as follows:
(i) With reference to we obtain stable solutions for , where modulus is incorporated to eradicate the unphysical nature of the solution owing to a lurking negative sign.
(ii) In terms of equilibrium stable asymptotic variables turn out to be (3a) and (3b) (iii) In terms of the general stable equilibrium the asymptotic stable values are obtained by solving the full set of equations (2) which yields (4) (5) Whereas could be obtained from the quadratic equation (6) Solutions of equation (6) produces (7) would assume real values confined on the positive part of real-line provided (8) The non-trivial equilibrium is characteristic of the stability of asymptotic solutions of all three variables in particular and the allied biological system in general, and this characteristic general equilibrium is bound by the conditional relations involving various model parameters as depicted in equation (8) . This is also termed as the interior equilibrium.
Stability of the general equilibrium could further be confided by satisfying Routh-Hurwitz criterion [36] for the interior equilibrium which necessitates considering the Jacobian matrix for the theoretical archetype as depicted in equations (1). For getting into Jacobian matrix, we need to linearize model equation (1) around the interior equilibrium point by incorporating a new set of variables. These new variables signify measures of allowed deviation about the interior equilibrium point . Thus we define (9) Substituting these in the model equations (1), we linearize them about the non-trivial general equilibrium point
. Following simplifications and pursuing standard established procedures, we arrive at the matrix equation for the new variables as (10) Where J is like a transformation matrix called the Jacobian Matrix.
Our interest lies in the matter of judging the stability of general equilibrium point and the same can be done by checking whether the Jacobean matrix satisfies the Routh-Hurwitz criterion which demands that (11) On analysing the Jacobian matrix, we obtain the trace and determinant of the same as functions of asymptotic stable values of variables and the various model parameters, which are given as follows (12) (13) We have checked that the Jacobean matrix corresponding to the theoretical archetype of bone formation process satisfies Routh-Hurwitz criterion for a default set of parameters (in Table- I) of the model. It could also be said that adherence to Routh-Hurwitz criterion imposes certain numerical bounds on the parameters of the model. In any case, satisfying Routh-Hurwitz criterion by the Jacobian matrix signifies that the model under considerations does have an interior equilibrium point and the same emphasizes that the system is locally asymptotically stable around the interior general equilibrium .
IV. Analysis of the Archetype through Numerical Pathway
Set of equations representing mathematical archetype of bone formation dynamics could be solved by standard numerical tools. These solutions provide useful information regarding characteristic features of the model as well as the patterns of bone formation dynamics. Data from numerical solutions could be analyzed graphically to understand detailed behaviour of the model and to obtain various thresholds related to any criticality existing within the model.
Archetype equations (1) are solved numerically by applying fourth order Runge-Kutta method [37] . It is to be noted that solutions of model equations require defining default or standard values of the parameters occurring in the set of equations. Default values of the parameters are preliminarily estimated by looking at signatures and strength of various interactions in the existing literatures. And these parameter values are further justified and sharpened by judging solutions of model variables such that time-variation of these solutions emulate established characteristics of any theoretical archetype corresponding to a biological system. Default values of the parameters are shown in Table I with units of each of them elaborated. Initial seed values of model variables are taken as and However, it has been checked thoroughly that specifically the asymptotic solutions, or, in general the solutions do not depend on the initial values of model variables. Time variable in the archetype is taken in discrete steps of 0.001 for the purpose of numerical solution. It is imperative to mention here that, although we have defined default values of the parameters in our numerical calculations we always vary the parameters around their default values to explore any significant characteristics of the biological system under consideration. Solutions are analysed in terms of view graphs plotted in two-dimensional co-ordinate space. Two different categories of numerical data are generated. The first category being the solutions of all the model variables as functions of time and in the second category, asymptotic stable solutions are obtained as functions of various model parameters whose viewgraphs could be termed as phase-curves.
Solutions for three different model variables osteoblast, osteoclast and osteocyte populations as a function of time (taken in units of hours) is plotted in Figure 1 with the values of parameters set to their default level as given in Table1. We find that all three populations show oscillations at initial time, amplitude of oscillations get diminished with the passage of time and all three solutions ultimately get stabilized to respective constant values at large or asymptotic time scale. Such characteristic signatures of model variable solutions are typical of any theoretical archetype of a biological system and the same emboldens the poise of modelling the bone formations dynamics. Further, the outcome in the present case, that asymptotic stable solution of osteocyte population is approximately 10 times that of osteoblast population, matches with the clinical estimation in similar situation as being observed in the literature [26] . In the process of formation of bone, osteoblast cells, when get trapped within the bone matrix through a complex process involving various interactions and stimulations among the three biological cells and many other biological ingredients, they are termed as osteocytes. In some sense, localized osteoblasts are actually osteocytes and such osteocytification [24] of osteoblasts at large time signifies maturation of the process of bone-formation. It may be noted here that the process of bone formation is carried on continuously till required amount of bone-mass is created at any specific location and such creation takes place in small amounts (or thin layers) at definite time intervals. Here, the mentioned time-interval is assimilated with that required for osteoblast, osteoclast and osteocyte populations to get stabilized and the amount of bone-mass creation in that interval is measured by the asymptotic stable numerical value of osteocyte solution. Table- 1. Fig.1 , we can assert that in a time-interval of nearly 2000 hours (≈83 days) a moderate layer of bone-mass, comprising nearly 5000 osteocytes (in units of ) being embedded within the bone matrix, is created. Thus, in general, abundance of osteocyte cells at the asymptotic time-scale could be taken as a measure of the formation of bone-mass. Hence, larger the values of asymptotic stable solution of osteocyte population, bigger would be the magnitude of bone-mass creation and smallness of stable osteocyte value ( ) would mean a situation where marginal or practically no formation of bone-mass takes place. In Fig.2 , we have plotted model variables B, C and S as a functions of time with a change in the value of parameter , keeping all other parameters at their standard values as in Table-1. The parameter represents the rate of differentiation of blast cells from mesenchymal cells, and in the plot we find that the archetype is marginally sensitive to the change in parameter. Time-dynamic progression of solutions remains almost similar for the present case with as in the standard case with (see Fig.1 ). The only mismatch observed is in the extent of time-scale at which solutions become stable and single valued. In the present case ( oscillations of the solutions carried till a greater value of time (≈ 2800 hours), but the asymptotic stable value of various cells (model variables) remain nearly at the same level as that for =1.0 (default value).
Looking at
Time varying solutions for the model, are obtained for the parameter with all other parameters as defined in Table 1 and the same is represented in Fig.3 . Here we observe that increase in the parameter , representing lysis-type proliferation [28] rate of blast cells owing to the action of cytokines, makes the solutions to oscillate with higher frequency. Asymptotic stable values of all model variables also find nearly 10-fold increment than their respective values for , the estimated default value of . In Fig. 4 we plot time varying solutions for osteoblast, osteoclast and osteocyte populations for where represents the rate of differentiation of clast cells from monocytes/ macrophages. Here we find that an increase in inflicts considerable lowering of oscillations of the model variable solutions with stabilization of solutions occurring at a much lower time scale ( than that for the default (see Fig.1 ). Small decreases in asymptotic stable values of all variables are observed in the present case as compared to those with default set of parameters. We have also checked the plots of variables B, C, and S as function of time for increased value of than its default value as in Table - 1. We observe that oscillatory characteristics of solutions die-down in a very short time and stabilization of solutions reach very fast in the time scale with asymptotic values of solutions being slightly less than the default case. Similarly we also checked plots of variables with time for a much lower value of than the estimated default value . Here we find that, oscillations sustain till a large time and the asymptotic jumps to nearly 100 times their values for default situation (as in Figure 1 ).
In Fig.5 we have plotted osteoblast, osteoclast and osteocyte populations as a function of time for , which is higher than its default value. We observe that increase in , which gives the apoptosis rate of osteoclast cell population, makes the oscillations in the solutions to be more and time taken for such solutions to be stable single-valued get considerably increased. We also find a nearly seven fold increase in numerical value of the asymptotic stable solutions for all the variables than those for default values of all the parameters.
Within our model, the parameter represents the rate at which osteocytes are produced from osteoblast cells owing to their interaction with the osteoclast population. This process could also be termed as osteocytification of osteoblast by way of getting localized. In Figure 6 we plot model variables for which is less than its default value with all other parameters remaining at their default measure. Here we find that decrease of can not inflict any significant change in the characteristic of time series solutions of archetype variables i.e., osteoblast, osteoclast and osteocyte populations. Table-1. Phase diagram in terms of parameter is presented in Fig. 7 in vertical stack of panels. We find that at small , stable asymptotic solutions for osteoblast and osteocytes exhibit quadratic increase with small amplitude oscillations around the average quadratic curve. With the magnitude of increasing, both amplitude and frequency of oscillations diminish and beyond a value of , curves acquire the form of average quadratic curve. At large , these two populations also monotonically saturates. Osteoclast stable solutions ( ) linearly increase with the increase in and numerically it is at the similar level as . We also notice that stable solutions of all these three populations start at non-zero finite values even with tending to zero with the proportion of keeping at , as emphasized in the literature [26] . Table- 1.
In Fig.8 we plot stable asymptotic solutions as functions of increasing , the rate of proliferation of osteoblasts owing to the action of various cytokines. We find that, at around , osteoblast and osteocyte populations both get saturated to their global stable values (for default set of parameters) keeping their proportion [26] . However osteoclast population remains at nearly zero for tending to zero and increases linearly with the increase of . Relative abundance of osteoclasts, even at any moderate levels of is much higher than the other two populations.
Asymptotic stable solutions are plotted as functions of the parameter representing the rate of differentiation of clast cells from monocytes or macrophages, as in Fig.9 . We find that increase of clast differentiation rate inflicts an oscillatory increase in the asymptotic clast population which sheds off oscillations at large but still gets enhanced steadily. However osteoblast and osteocyte asymptotic solutions ( ) decrease steadily and linearly with the increase of and for very large they are driven to zero. Table-1 In Fig.10 we plot as functions of the parameter , the apoptosis rate of osteoclast cells. Here we find that osteoblast and osteoclast solutions linearly increase, starting from zero, with the increasing magnitude of , keeping their relative proportion intact. Also, the osteoclast asymptotic solutions turns out to be at high values for very small , gets sharply decreased for and beyond it becomes globally steady at around Fig. 11 is a plot of versus , that represents generation rate of osteocytes owing the blast-clast interactions. In this case, asymptotic stable solutions are always at their global stable values at and , whereas, osteocyte population increases linearly and steadily starting at zero for very small nearing to zero.
We have also checked phase diagrams involving , the removal rate of blast population owing to their interaction with clast population that adds to the clast population as well as produces osteocytes. We observed that, all three parameters are driven to zero with assuming even very small value ( 
V. Discussions and Conclusions
We have been elucidating the dynamical process of bone-matter formation in order to gather precise understanding about the same and with an eye to ultimately formulate non-invasive methods of bone-fracture healing by applying suitable EM fields.
Gathering various characteristic signatures of bone-formation process from the accumulated literature, we have formulated a theoretical archetype of the dynamical process of bone-formation, analyzed the same through standard analytical tools to gain confidence on the validity of the model and further did thorough numerical analysis of the archetype or model with the aid of planer view graphs. Results of our calculations are represented elaborately in the earlier section. Here we attempt to discuss the significant parts of our results, draw relevant conclusions and make certain predictions which would be put to test through clinical trials or experimentation.
Theoretical analysis of archetype reveals that there exist clearly two stable equilibria and signifying clear sustainability of the proposed archetype of the biological process of boneformation. The partial equilibria does not lead to clean solution and may be ignored while judging the sustainability of the archetype as compared to the general equilibrium, which yields well-defined and meaningful solutions. Solutions pertaining to general equilibrium produce imposing conditions on the parameters of archetype which is obeyed thoroughly by the default set of parameters as in Table1. Further we checked that the general equilibrium fully satisfies Routh-Hurwitz criterion affirming the stability and sustainability of the archetype.
Time series solutions for three different variables of the archetype, representing osteoblast, osteoclast and osteocyte populations respectively, exhibit high amplitude oscillations at small times with the amplitude diminishing gradually and at asymptotic time scale all the solutions terminate to their respective stable single values. In other words, all the variables become independent of time at the asymptotic scale by virtue of their time differentials becoming zero. This is prototypical of theoretical archetype of any biological system having inherent dynamicity embedded within it. Change in the values of various parameters from their default level only inflicts changes in the magnitudes of asymptotic stable values of variables as well as shifts the cap on the time scale beyond which it is truly asymptotic. One other characteristic feature of bonemass generation to be mentioned is that, a fixed relative balance is maintained between osteoblast and osteocyte populations ( ratio) for default values of model parameters as well as for the changed magnitude of parameters where ever there is signature of active bone-mass formation with abundant .
Detailed analyses carried on various phase diagrams reveal several important conclusions regarding the favourable situations under which bone-mass formation can be boosted. The phase diagram in terms of parameter shows that an increase in the generation of osteoblasts (achieved through differentiation from mesenchymal cells) makes both (asymptotic stable value of osteoblast) and (asymptotic stable value of osteocyte) increase slowly and at large acquire their respective saturation values and . Notice that proportion is maintained all through. In the process of bone formation, osteoclast cells are importantly relevant, because these cells cause resorption of bone-edge and only such resorption could initiate formation of new bone-mass at larger scale. Thus, osteoclast cells are precursor to generation of new bone-mass. In other words, under any favourable situation of enhanced bone-mass generation, stable osteoclast population ( ) must assume non-zero values which must be at least at the moderate level, otherwise the process of new bone-mass generation would not start. In the present case we find that is at the level comparable to at small and steadily increases with increasing . Based on these observations, the natural conclusions can be drawn as, rate of differentiation of blast cells from mesenchymal cells, if enhanced by any means, would, in turn, enhance considerably the rate of formation of bone-mass. So, increase of favours generation of new bone-mass.
Phase diagram in Figure 8 shows that and assume their respective global stable values with very moderate increase of proliferation rate of osteoblast by cytokines , whereas osteoclast population increases linearly at a very fast pace with . So, keeping the value of at a suitable level below 0.5 would mean achieving a control over new bone-mass generation rate.
Results of calculations as depicted in Fig.9 signify that both and are diminished with the enhancement of the clast-cell generation-rate (through differentiation from monocytes or macrophages) and steady parabolic increase of . Thus, enhancement of the numerical value of beyond its default level is observed not to be favourable for new bone-mass generation.
In Fig.10 we find that asymptotic stable values of osteoblast ( ) and osteocytes ( ) keep increasing linearly and steadily with the increase of , the apoptosis rate of osteoclast cells. But the osteoclast stable value falls sharply at very small and beyond the value of , becomes independent of assuming global stability at . The situation here at moderate values of (apoptosis rate of osteoclast cells) becomes conducive for new bone-mass generation satisfying all required conditions.
Values of and does not at all respond to changing values of , the rate of blast-clast interaction giving into the osteocyte population, rather they remain at their respective constant values and . But the value of increases steadily and at considerable pace starting from its zero value at Again, the situation here is favourable for new bone-mass generation. We have also checked the phase diagram viewgraphs in terms of parameters (removal of blast owing to their interaction with clast), (production rate of clast from blast-clast interaction), (rate of bone resorption) and (natural removal rate of osteocytes). In none of these cases conditions for new bone-mass generation, i.e. maintaining moderate values of blast and clast populations ( ) and high value of osteocyte population ( ), has been fully satisfied. So, these parameters are needed to be kept at their default levels as in Table 1 .
VI. Summary
To summaries our work, we have formulated a theoretical archetype of the dynamic process of bonemass formation. The archetype has been judged through analytical tools to see through its sustenance and to gain confidence about the stability of its time series solutions at the asymptotic time scale. The archetype is also put to numerical simulation and the associated results are analysed in detail through planer viewgraphs to arrive at certain predictive conclusions.
We find that change in parameters (generation rate of osteoblasts), (lysis-type proliferation of osteoblasts), (apoptosis rate of osteoclasts) and (generation rate of osteocytes from blast-clast interaction) lead to conditions favourable for new bone-mass generation. We assert that tuning of these parameters to specific suitable levels would definitely produce new bone-matter of any desired magnitude. In other words, bone-matter generation can be controlled through changes of numerical values of parameters This predictive conclusion is an outcome of our analysis of the theoretical archetype which can be tested in future clinical trials or in-vitro experimentation. This very concept would also be useful in future endeavour of framing any non-invasive mechanism of fracture healing.
In our future research efforts in the area of bone-formation dynamics, we would take up the problems justifying the numerical (default) values of various archetype-parameters and exploring biological or mechanical analogues of the mentioned favourable parameters ( ) through which tuning of these parameters could be achieved. We would also try to include electromagnetic field within the theoretical archetype with the focus to gather precise knowledge about non-invasive fracture healing in bones.
